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Bruins claw Grizzlies 10-9
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The Girls Varsity Lacrosse team became MIAA B Conference Champions when they defeated the Garrison Forest Grizzles in the final rounds of the playoffs
at Homewood Field.

Girls LAX defeats Garrison for B Conference title
by Jeremy Scharf ‘07
When the final whistle sounded at Homewood Field Sunday,
May 14, the Lady Bruins became
B Conference IAAM champions
for the first time in six years.
From the beginning of the season the talented team had high
expectations. Starting in the preseason and all the way through
the playoffs, they worked hard
in practice. Their ultimate
goal was to win the crown,
and they succeeded brilliantly.
Led by co-captains Sarah
Gold ’06 and Jen Ries ’06, the
team made sure it was extremely focused for the playoffs.
“Everyone on the team was an
ingredient to our success as a
winning team,” said Ries. “Not
only did everyone give it their
all but we played as a unit and I
could not be more proud of any
group of girls.” Sophie Macks
’06, a defender, added that “the
way our team members respect
each other and work together is
why our season was so success-

ful. I am amazed everyday by the
amount of enthusiasm and effort
this team puts onto the field.”
Stellar offense
The Bruins’ highly talented
offense was led this year by Sarah Dunn ’06, Gold, and Ries, all
three of whom were critical to
their offensive system. S. Gold
has been a vital part of the varsity team since her freshman
year. Ries, the Bruins’ all-time
leading goal scorer, was a constant threat in their offense,
and was often the focus of the
defensive schemes of rival
teams. Junior midfielder, Maggie Sachs ’07, an extremely
effective player on both ends
of the field, was able to win
the majority of draws throughout the season and playoffs.
The offense did not have
any problem putting points on
the scoreboard, scoring a total
of 30 goals in their first two
playoff games, first against Oldfields in the quarterfinals and
then against Glenelg Country
in the semifinals. “The offense

relied more than on just a few
key players,” said Sachs, “By
the end of the season, especially in the playoffs, we developed an eye for the open cutters and started using organized
plays more frequently. We
peaked at just the right time”.
On the other end, the defense
was strong and was able to hold
their opponents to a total of
23 goals in the playoffs. They
capped off a fantastic defensive
season by holding the highly
talented Garrison Forest to only
9 goals in the championship.
The defense, led by Meghan
McMahon ’07, Liz GauveyKern ’07, Macks, and goalie
Bonnie Kenney ’06, was relentless and difficult to score on.
Solid defense
“As the season progressed,
our team’s defense became more
comfortable with each other and
could count on one another to
be there for our help,” commented McMahon. “We began
to communicate more, which
played a significant role in the

success; not only in playoff
but through the entire season.
Our defense didn’t have just
one or two really good players
but all of us worked together to
make it such a great defense. “
The championship
The final game against Garrison Forest was a very tough and
physical one. The Bruins and
Grizzlies had each won one of
their two regular season meetings, and the Grizzlies were the
only conference loss the Bruins had suffered this year. The
Bruins and the Grizzlies both
fought hard as they tied and
switched leads several times.
In the first half, both teams’
defenses were pushing hard
and it was a low- scoring half.
At halftime, the lady Bruins
were ahead 4-2. S. Gold and
Ries, as always, were effective
in the team’s offense, and they
combined for six goals and four
assists. Sachs added a goal and
a pair of assists. Garrison Forest came back and took the lead
with seven minutes remaining.

Fortunately, Park responded
quickly and captured the lead
again for the rest of the game.
Ries scored on a one-on-none
break away to give the Bruins a
two goal lead with a few minutes remaining. After a quick
goal by Garrison, the Bruins
won the next draw and ran the
clock out, bringing home the
championship trophy. Kenney
had a phenomenal game, recording 12 saves. The Bruin defense
was continuously active with
ground balls and was able to create possessions and fast breaks.
Though the team will lose
many important members, including Ries, the all-time leading goal scorer, the Bruins have
plenty of talent coming back
next year to defend the title.
Standouts McMahon and
Sachs will return to anchor
the team, and a strong, young
catalyst of players including
Sophomores Jessica Oring,
Val Green, and Gabby Lessans look ready to dominate
the B conference next year.
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Editorial
Summer time

From the President:

In appreciation...

Depending on your travel plans, there are either few days until summer or very few. Even the hot weather is getting antsy and trying to
start too soon. For some, the few months spent away from Park are
consumed with wild adventures in exotic locations. For others, vacation is a rarity, especially for those brave souls working at Park Camps.
Regardless of location, beach abs, or summer tans, the time should be spent
well. Make sure that your summer is something meaningful and lasting. There is
no special mandate because your life is personal. Think about what is important to
you, and then go do it. So long as you are aware that time is passing and you made
a choice to be doing something, it is valuable. You don’t have to put your mark
on the world just yet if you don’t want to. Just put your mark on your summer.
School may be ending, but it is not the time to stop thinking. There are few worse
moments than looking back in late August with nothing to say but “oops, too late.”
The end of year workload will be gone, for students anyway, and free time always
has the potential to be wasted. It just isn’t that hard to use it well. You don’t have to wake
up early if that’s not your style. All you have to do is make sure that your time is worth it.
As much as it may hurt right now, think towards next scholastic year. There are
periods of stress throughout the year long after you are back in Baltimore, when your
abs are flab, and your tan is nothing but a faint memory. Do something that will help
you through those stressful times, rather than something that will coast you through
the ease of summer. Just remember; lounging is great, so long as you’re living.
photo by J. Webber ’07

by Mickey McCauley ‘07
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New Postscript editors-in-chief J. Charnas, J. Webber, and C. Young
settle into the pub to plan for an upcoming issue.
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I was driving home Thursday, after the
Twilight Concert, and there was a large
area in which the traffic lights had shut
off. Stop signs had been hurriedly hung
over busy intersections, and cars were
cautiously taking turns moving across
Northern Parkway. Aside from being a
terrifying experience, I realized it was
really an affirmation of man’s ability
to cooperate. There were no honks or
shouting; there was a tacit understanding that one side had been going long
enough, and it was time for another.
Drivers banded together in the face of
adversity and things went very well.
That’s all well and good, but as this is
a letter to Postscript I should probably
make some kind of point. It is twofold:
firstly, we students are now feeling a
different kind of adversity, one that will
require enormous community involvement. Dances are, for the time being,
on hiatus. This was not a sudden occurrence. Discontent and discomfort on the
part of the chaperones have been growing for a while now. We, the students,
must now rise to the occasion and work
to bring dances back. Even those who
do not enjoy dances would be wise to
contribute, as dances provide necessary
funding for SFAF. Sitting by and complaining will not be enough. We must
be willing to communicate and compromise with our faculty. This should be no
problem; it’s what Park prides itself on.
Sorry if that last paragraph was a
downer. The second point of the driving
story is more lighthearted. I feel that the
kind of closeness I felt with fellow drivers that night should be brought to every
corner of Park. It’s a nice sentiment to
give points to students who attend extra
activities, but really, the motivation has
to come from within. Each of us should
be willing to try new things. Self-proclaimed “artsy” kids should come out
to a sports game every now and then.
So-called “jocks” should try Cabaret

of each other

or plays or even admiring exhibits on
their way to class. Having been at Park
practically my entire life, I know for a
fact we have amazing, talented people in
every field of activity, and I feel like we
should do our best to appreciate them.
While I can’t inspire any internal desire to experiment with different social
groups, the least I can do is try to remind
everyone of their existence. I am making a proposal for something relatively
minor, but with potential. I recommend a
bulletin board for advertisements. Sports
games and times could be posted, as could
theater announcements and gallery shows.
School bands with CDs to sell could advertise here. X-block activities looking
for members could post announcements.
Rather than the haphazard slapping of
posters on any available surface, this
announcement board would provide a
central location in which students could
discover (or remember) events to attend.
But there’s time for discussion later.
Now, I feel confident in telling you all
to expect a great year next year. Maddie
Macks, our Treasurer, is already brainstorming alternate fundraisers to dances.
Ben Starr, our Secretary, has provided
a clear, efficient program for keeping
the student body informed of government goings-on. Jesse Naiman, our Vice
President, is hard at work thinking of
ways to smooth the transition to Upper
School. And I have a couple of changes
(nothing major) in mind that I hope will
streamline things around here. Besides,
with students like Park has, every year
is great. Now put down this newspaper
and go outside. It’s almost summer.

Honey Money
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Trazkovich earns award With 95 freshmen for 2010,
Presidential Scholar praises faculty, School

Admissions chalks up a win

by Scott Shuldiner ‘09

by Coby Lerner ‘09

Alex Trazkovich ’06 has been named
a 2006 Presidential Scholar by the United
States Presidential Scholars Program. The
program, sponsored by The United States
Department of Education, was established
in 1979 to recognize and honor some of
the nation’s most distinguished graduating high school seniors. Trazkovich is one
of only 140 students to receive the reward.
Every year, about 2,600 candidates are
identified for the program based on having
scored exceptionally well on the College
Board SAT or the ACT Assessment. Students
apply by invitation only; their schools do
not nominate them. According to the Commission on Presidential Scholars, the
scholars “represent excellence in education
and the promise of greatness in young people.”
The scholars are evaluated on their
academic achievements, personal characteristics, leadership and service activities,
and the quality and content of their essays.
Trazkovich has taken courses in engineering, microeconomics, and calculus at Johns
Hopkins University. He is also involved in
several co-curricular commitments, including
leader of the mathematics society, student director of theatre tech crew, and former student
government senator. Trazkovich has also raised
money for AIDS research, and volunteered at a
local nursing home and Habitat for Humanity.
“We appreciate the fact that Alex isn’t just
a one-dimensional kid,” said Upper School
Principal Mike McGill. “He has contributed to
several aspects of the school, and it seems that
is part of what the Commission is looking for.”
Trazkovich will be honored for his accomplishments during the program’s national
recognition events to be held in June in Washington D.C. Asked to identify the one teacher
who had most influenced him, Trazkovich chose
his former math teacher, Oliver Reid. “It was a

During an interview, Marsha
Holden, Director of Admissions,
was interrupted by yet another parent who wanted his child to come to
Park next year. The answer was simple: “No, we have already reached
maximum capacity; we hope you
will consider applying earlier in
the admissions season next year.”
With a projected 95 students in
the Class of 2010, this year’s busy
admissions season may be largely
attributed to the School’s new
marketing program, an initiative
which has encouraged people inside of the Park School community
to spread the word to the outside.
“The entire community was informed and motivated to talk about
the School in a positive way, both
about the students’ astonishing accomplishments and the outstanding
program the School offers,” said
David Jackson, Head of School.
Holden also explained that when
parents ask her about Park she
begins by describing how the
School is similar to other schools
(great scores on standardized tests,
students attend the top colleges)
and then explains how Park is different, (students have a passion
for learning; they take risks; they
have learned to problem solve).
This reflects how the advertising campaign approaches the
community: posters have a list
of exceptional colleges that Park
graduates attend; they note excellent test scores; they include
students’ own words about their
level of passion and desire to learn.
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Trazkovich works on his senior project.

very hard choice, given that I’ve had many, many
wonderful and influential teachers,” explained
Trazkovich. “I thought Oliver should get the distinction though because, in addition to having me
in his class twice, he was also my first adviser.”
“I am delighted for him and the school,
which Alex loves deeply,” said Reid. “He
feels Park’s approach to teaching has played
a major part in his achievements and he is
extremely appreciative.” Reid, who left Park
two years ago to start his own consulting firm,
will be honored at a special reception, and
presented with the Teacher Recognition Award.
During this trip, Trazkovich and the other
Presidential Scholars will meet with government
officials, educators, authors, scientists, musicians,
and other accomplished people. The Scholars will
be awarded the Presidential Scholars medallion
at a ceremony sponsored by the White House.
“Primarily, I’ve done well because of the
wonderful, wonderful education I’ve received
at Park,” explained Trazkovich, “I think my
teachers inspired me to love learning, which
meant that I often enjoyed doing the work.”

These newspaper ads and posters
have helped the admissions process
by attracting attention to the School
from the larger community. Admissions also understands that
without the outstanding work of
parents, faculty, and students, this
year’s admissions process could not
have been as successful as it was.
The fact of the matter is that
if a student got accepted into
Park School, he or she probably got accepted into one or two
other schools; Park has about a
one-in-three chance for an accepted student to enroll. This
year, 65% of accepted students
enrolled, an unusually high percentage for any school. Every year,
approximately 40 students leave
the school for various reasons,
but this year only 26 are departing, leaving fewer spaces to fill.
The School has exceeded its
enrollment goals in kindergarten
and first grade, building a strong
foundation for future years. With
95 students, next year’s freshman
class will be the largest grade in
the schools history. This increase
in class size was caused by several factors. First, very few rising
freshmen, five in total, plan on
leaving. Second, there were many
highly qualified students to choose
from, and the School could not turn
away the wonderful things these
potential students have to offer.
Finally, the Upper School
aims to enroll 330 students each
year, and because rising sophomore and rising senior classes
average about 75, Admissions decided to compensate for that deficit.

New Student Council plans for next year
by Anders Hulleberg ‘07
As an eager crowd of Upper School students waited on
May 11, Upper School English teacher Rachelle Work
immerged from Principal Mike
McGill’s office holding in her

hand what was on everyone’s
minds: the results to this year’s
Student Council elections. Work
proceeded to post the results
on the big window at the end
of the hall. Once she walked
away, the crowd of students
filled in where she had stood.

The reactions were mixed,
but the results were official;
Jesse Naiman ’07, Ben Starr ’07,
and Maddie Macks ’08 would
fill the positions of Upper School
Vice President, Secretary, and
Treasurer. The results of the
Presidential election, however,
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The ’06 - ’07 Student Council. left to right: Maddie Macks ’08 - Treasurer, Mickey McCauley
’07- President, Jesse Naiman ’07 - Vice President, Ben Starr ’07 - Secretary.

were less than definite. For the
first time in Park Upper School
history, there had been an exact
tie for the office of President.
There would be a run-off the
following X-Block between the
two candidates, Mickey McCauley ’07 and David Peck ’07.
After the recast and votes
were tabulated, McCauley was
named Upper School President almost exactly 24 hours
after his co-councilmen were
appointed to their positions.
Issues facing the new Student
Council will range from regaining student respect in the wake
of failed Operation 66 to the future of dances in light of events
at last month’s Spring Homecoming. “There definitely needs
to be a greater amount of communication between faculty and
students on what the faculty has
issues with and what the students
can do to ameliorate those issues.
A great part of it will no doubt
rest on the student’s shoulders
in terms of bringing peace back

to the galaxy,” said McCauley
on the future of dances at Park.
Smoothly assimilating next
year’s freshmen into Upper
School life will also be another
goal of next year’s Council.
“One thing I won’t do is I
won’t draw ‘F’s’ on their foreheads, as was done when my
class was [in 9th grade], and I
would try to encourage them to
join activities,” said Naiman.
Managing the budget is an issue every Council faces. “Right
now, we have two strong ideas
besides dances,” said Macks
about her current ideas to raise
money. “We haven’t had a
chance to discuss them in depth
yet, but one might involve clothing sales, and another would
involve bringing back the citrus
sales or Joe Corbi’s Pizza fundraiser, which is always something
that makes a lot of money.”
With all this to do, everyone can be sure of one thing:
next year ’s Student council will have a full plate.
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Commentary
Dances in Jeopardy
A student’s perspective: trust or breathalyzers
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by Danny Shiff ‘07
A month ago, at the studentfaculty debate, Ben Weinstein
’06 said that he did his homework because to not do so would
be detrimental to his relationships with his teachers. At Park,
we pride ourselves on the relationships between the students
and teachers that extend far
beyond the classrooms. Teachers go to their students’ plays,
musical performances, and athletic events. Students discuss
everything from philosophy to
TV shows with teachers in classrooms, offices, and hallways. I
have even seen students invite a
teacher to a poker night over the
weekend. But at dances, the students and the teachers (or at least
those who could not dodge the
chaperone draft) try to stay as far
away from each other as possible.
Some would argue that teachers stay clear of the students
because they don’t like the music selection or the way students

Eleanor Hickey‘08:
“We have to gain the
trust back before we
can have dances back.”

David Roswell ‘09:
“I think for now if we
still want dances we
need to keep them safe
by using breathalyzers
or something like
that. Hopefully, we
are going to gain trust
back by not screwing
up anymore.”

dance. However, in conversations with Elliot Huntsman and
Raymonde Arseneau, both said
that they didn’t mind the music
or the dance styles. Their reasons
for not wanting to interact with
students included discomfort
with the role of disciplinarian
and the pressure of taking the
appropriate disciplinary actions. Some Park students, who
are normally well behaved,
think it is appropriate to show
up to dances in an intoxicated
state. This has forced teachers
to assume a role they never
wanted and has driven a wedge
between students and teachers.
Many teachers have suggested breathalyzer tests at dances to

solve this problem. This idea has
received many reactions. Some
students favor the idea, thinking it will make getting to and
from dances safer and dances
more fun. Some have said that
breathalyzers would be okay at
the exit if they were only used to
keep people from driving drunk.
Some have said that teachers
should look the other way if
they think students are drunk
because at least students aren’t
drinking or driving drunk while
at the dance. (This idea seems to
ignore plenty of legal and ethical
issues.) But the most common
response has been that it is a bad
idea on principle because it says
that the teachers don’t trust us.

Mike Cohen ‘07:
“The idea of
breathalyzers is
ridiculous. It might
work, but it’s a
police thing.”

John Roemer, at a recent
Student Faculty Forum, was
quick to point out that the Park
philosophy says nothing about
teachers trusting students. This is
true, but we are loose constructivists at Park. If enough students
and faculty are in agreement on
something it often becomes a
part of our philosophy. The argument that breathalyzer tests are
contrary to the Park philosophy
ultimately fails. We, the students
as a whole, have already damaged this trust. Hopefully, you
are saying to yourself, “But I
haven’t shown up to any dances
drunk or stoned, why am I at
fault?” If you have seen a friend
at a dance who you thought

was intoxicated and didn’t do
anything, you are at fault. If
you haven’t gone to the dances,
but you heard your teammates
talking about pre-gaming and
didn’t do anything, you are at
fault. If you haven’t taken a
strong stand to prevent people
from directly violating the trust
teachers have in us, you are at
fault. I include myself in some of
these groups and hope to atone
to some degree with this article.
Breathalyzer tests at dances
would be like band-aids on broken arms. In fact, such tests may
create further enmity between
students and teachers. Solving the problems that we have
created at dances will be more
difficult than blowing into a tube.
We need to engage in a collective, communal effort to restore
the teachers’ trust in us. We need
to let the teachers know that we
will not tolerate our classmates
showing up to dances, or to
anything else, intoxicated. We
must demonstrate how much
we value our relationships with
the teachers. We say we do not
want them to be policemen, so
we must stop being criminals.
If we do, they will likely reciprocate by showing how much
they value their relationships
with us by agreeing to chaperone dances again. But until such
time we must all suffer either
the indignity of a Breathalyzer
test or the loss of our dances.
We also will suffer something
much worse, the erosion of the
dynamics that make Park Park.

A teacher’s perspective: why I don’t chaperone
by Howard Berkowitz,
Upper School English
Several years ago I made the
decision not to chaperone dances
any longer. It was not a difficult
decision exactly, but I had to admit it was a peculiar one for me
to have made. I like kids; I’m
happy to spend time with kids
outside of class – in the theater,
along the Appalachian Trail, at
conferences. But dances felt
like something else entirely.
I’ve tried to explain it this
way: My everyday connections
with students tend to be pretty
solid and based on honest interaction. I trust students when
they tell me they’ve left their
paper at home or got caught in
an unexpected family situation
and were unable to complete

the assignment. My day-today relationships with students
pretty much revolve around
sincere and straightforward talk,
mutual esteem, and good humor. This is the situation I’m
comfortable with and which
I’ve come to take as normative.
But at dances, I’m asked to
play another role – one of suspicious policeman, of distrustful
adult, of guardian of the law.
If I choose not to play that role
– if I choose, rather, to be my
day-to-day open and trusting
self -- I’m considered a fool by
the students because, they will
tell me, students are coming
to dances drunk and/or high.
That is to say, when I walk
into a dance as a chaperone I
can either be a policeman or a

photo by A. Patel ’08

fool, and I am not interested in
being either one of those. If
I believed that students were
coming into my classroom drunk
and/or high on a regular basis
– and if students told me that
there was nothing I could do

about it – I’d have to think carefully about what I’m doing here.
To press the issue further:
for students to come to a dance
drunk and/or high is to consciously choose to ridicule, to
mock, and to destroy the kind
of relationship teachers at Park
work so hard to sustain. There
are schools where teachers function like police or monitors all
day long – in their classes, on the
fields, in the theater, in the halls,
in assemblies – and for those
teachers, being a chaperone at a
dance where students might be
coming drunk and/or high is just
another extension of how they
relate to students all the time.
For us – for me – chaperoning at a dance where students
are drunk and/or high demands
a reversal and an inversion of

the daily work. Life at Park is
about trust between adults and
adolescents. The way students
treat teachers at dances by coming drunk and/or high – or by
allowing friends to do so – is
one of the most disrespectful
and outrageous actions a student at this school can perform.
And I refuse to be part of it.
I’ve encouraged other teachers to refuse to chaperone,
placing the problem right where
it belongs, in the hands and
hearts of the students themselves. When I can be assured
that at a dance I can be the
same trusting adult I am in my
classroom and in the hallways,
and not have to be played as
either the policeman or the fool,
I’ll come back to chaperoning. Until then, count me out.
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AP classes have no place at Park
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by Jesse Naiman ‘07
Advanced Placement (AP)
classes have no business inside
our walls. They have lost their
original intent, being used for
purposes inconsistent with why
they were first created. By having AP classes, students feel
obligated to take a class simply
to have the letters “AP” on their
transcript, which prevents many
from taking classes that interest
them. Furthermore, their restrictive nature hinders the unique
learning experience that The
Park School offers to its students.
As stated on the College

Board website, the purpose
of the AP program is to “enter a universe of knowledge
that might otherwise remain
unexplored in high school;
through AP Exams, you have
the opportunity to earn credit
or advanced standing at most
of the nation’s colleges and
universities.” When the program was founded, the intent
was to give highly motivated
students a chance to take a
college level course in high
school and earn credit for the
exam by getting a certain score
on the AP exam. However,
the purpose of the AP program
appears to have changed, now
being treated as something that
is primarily used to bolster a
student’s chances in the college
admissions process. Having
that “AP” next to a class on
their transcript, students appear
to have a more rigorous schedule, which is something that
most selective colleges crave.
While it is natural that colleges would prefer students
with what is considered a more
difficult schedule, the way that
they utilize the AP exam in the
college process evinces that the

AP program’s use has changed:
a 4 or 5 on an AP exam is rarely
accepted as college credit in
highly selective colleges, but
is merely used for either placement purposes, or as another
standardized test that can be
used the same way as the SAT.
Also, the presence of AP
courses deters the will of students to take classes that would
interest them. In theory, an AP
course would only consist of
students who have a deep interest in that particular subject.
In fact, some AP classes are
structured in this manner. The
AP Spanish class for example,
consists of only 15 juniors and
seniors all of whom are passionate about Spanish. However,
the 20th Century United States
AP course contains 45 juniors,
not all of whom are passionate
about history. If kids did not
feel college pressure to take an
AP course that they would otherwise avoid, what would they
pursue? A need to have a schedule appear more demanding
obstructs students from pursuing classes that would interest
them that do not necessarily
have “AP” written next to them.

Finally, the stringent AP curriculum allows for no flexibility
in the classroom. Because the
AP program requires that the
same material be taught in all
AP classes nationwide, a class
would not have the time to dive
into one aspect of the subject
that they would otherwise have
time to do if they did not have a
set curriculum to cover. For example, in Bruce Hamilton’s AP
history class, we went in depth
into the Cuban Missile Crisis,
Iran Contra, Tonkin Gulf, and
the Yalta Conference based on
reading we read from a book titled When Presidents Lie by Eric
Alterman. Although we were an
AP course and technically did not
have time to cover these events
in depth, we proceeded anyway,
at the expense of not covering material from the 18th and
19th centuries like other classes did during their class time.
Although we learned about
history in the way it should
truly be covered, we were put
at an inherent disadvantage in
terms of preparedness for the
AP exam. However, had we
done more work in class to
prepare for the AP exam, we

would not have had the opportunity to dive into history
the way that we could this year.
This is a problem that does
not just face AP courses, but
classes nationwide that have to
prepare for standardized tests.
Because of the No Child Left
Behind Act, students are no longer able to study topics that are
not covered in a test that they
have to prepare their students
for. Fortunately at Park, we
have the luxury to avoid many
of these national tests, which
gives us more time to study topics that are not in the curriculum.
We should take advantage of the
time we have and not become
slaves to the AP curriculum.
AP classes and exams have
devolved into simply another
way for colleges to further evaluate students while not giving
them college credit. Many
students feel pressure to take
an AP class instead of a class
that they are interested in. Furthermore, the boundaries on an
AP curriculum are strict and
narrow, which is not how students are taught at Park. We
should not be obsequious to the
AP program; it should be banished from our school for good.

Double standard inhibits female fans
by Tessa Emmer ‘07
In preparation for the big
boys lacrosse championship
game, as the players practiced
hard, fans started plotting. After
the semi-final victory, a bunch
of us decided we would paint
“G-o P-a-r-k B-r-u-i-n-s-!” on
our stomachs, and to reveal this
message we would wear black
sports bras. Quite similar to
the stunt boys pull by painting
their chests at games. Much to
our surprise this created some
discomfort for particular individuals in the community.
Of course there is a fundamental difference between boys
and girls, and that is where they
simply have a chest, we have
breasts. Decreasingly thought
of for their primarily maternal

purpose, tits play a vital role
today in advertising sex. But
clearly that was not what we
had in mind when we decided
to paint “Go Park Bruins!” on
our stomachs. We were simply excited for the ’ship and
ready to paint our skin for the
Park cause. It seemed clear,
if boys can paint their stomachs for games why can’t we?
Upon hearing about our plan
Dr. Jackson at first considered
it to be disrespectful and inappropriate for a community event.
It is my understanding that Dr.
Jackson thought we’d look too
sexual standing in sports bras,
and although he acknowledged
that it is not his role to say no, he
didn’t think it was a great idea.
Although for me this difference in understanding of

what it means for a girl to paint
her stomach in support for her
school’s team was simply an
interesting conversation, others
felt uneasy and the topic grew
to include many conversations
with many Park School characters. Initially I observed a
pretty clear trend: men were a bit
uncomfortable whereas women
didn’t really care, and fell along
the lines of what’s the big deal?
The main question remained,
why can boys do this and girls
not? Boys taking off their shirt,
and girls bearing their stomach
seemed equivalent. And let’s
be honest, we see girls wearing
just a sports bra everyday when
running on the street, working
out in a gym, at a pool and on
TV. But now with the sole purpose of extreme team spirit, just

a sports bra was inappropriate.
Perhaps the problem does
not lie in the amount of skin
being exposed. It was even said
that rolling up a shirt was fine.
But to me that seems worse,
because deliberately altering
an article of clothing to reveal
more skin appears to be more
of a sexual action than wearing
something that is already, in
many cases, publicly acceptable.
In fact, once at the game Dr.
Jackson saw our purely spirited
cause and told us we looked great.
Maybe what made some so
uncomfortable was in the word
itself, “sports bra”. Simply saying “short sports shirt” would
have been fine and would have
caused no controversy. But bra
implies lingerie, and lingerie
has many sexual implications.

A group of Junior girls painted their stomachs in support of the Boys Varsity Lacrosse Championship game.

I think it’s safe to say that a
sports bra is very distant from
the lacy bra’s sold at Victoria’s
Secret, and in fact certain girl’s
tank tops worn to school are
more closely related to this
then the standard sports bra.
Of course taking everything
into consideration this is not the
greatest issue of concern and
after this week the somewhat
trivial argument will probably
be forgotten. However, I found
it necessary to emphasize that
girls painting their stomachs
out of spirit for a championship game is no different from
guys painting their chests.
Take away all particular body
parts, and language implications,
because they are clearly getting in
the way and creating an unnecessary and unfair double standard.

photo courtesy Mark Green
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Activism is alive and well at Park
Whether in groups or individually, Park students engage in meaningful activities that attempt to improve their cultural environment. From lobbying for better health care to raising awareness about issues of tolerance, Park students are active participants in
Park and wider Baltimore communty. Here are just a few examples of how students have been involved:

Tutoring at Kipp Ujima Academy

photo by J. Webber ‘07

by Michael Roswell ‘07
Each Tuesday afternoon, a
cohort of anywhere from a dozen
to 20 Park middle and high
school students make the short
trip to KIPP school, just north of
Coldspring Lane on Greenspring
Avenue. KIPP, or the Knowledge
Is Power Program, began in 1994
in Texas, where two teachers
found the public school system
to be in deplorable condition.
KIPP has since expanded
and now 45 such schools exist
throughout the country. Each
one is a charter school, which
means that it receives money
from the public school system,
but has the leeway to create its
own program. KIPP students
put in a six-day school week,
and almost 10 hours each week
day, to get on track for a college-preparatory secondary
education and then college.

Coby Lerner ‘09, one of the
driving forces behind the ParkKIPP connection, sees the KIPP
students’ commitment as an inspiration. “They put in the time
and commitment, so I do, too.”
Coby began working with KIPP
while in seventh grade. Jason
Botel, the man who started KIPP
in Baltimore, approached the
Lerner family three years ago for
some help to jumpstart his vision.
Coby began by dedicating
three afternoons a week tutoring at the KIPP School in the
period leading up to his Bar
Mitzvah. Now his mother and
sister, Stephanie Lerner ’07, sit
on the KIPP Board, and through
a series of presentations and
leading by example, Coby and
Stephanie have launched the
current program which several
Park faculty and middle and high
school students participate in
regularly. It’s easy to get involved. While during a given
trimester students are asked to
sign an agreement of commitment, the KIPP schedule works
around the athletic calendar.
People who go to tutor at
KIPP find not only that they
are able to create gratifying
experiences as they share their

photo courtesy Stephanie Lerner ‘07

Students at the Kipp Ujima Village Academy held a competition to
see which team could collect the most trash from their GreenSpring Avenue campus.

knowledge and wisdom, but also
that they gain a view into one of
Baltimore’s biggest problems:
education. They also begin to
see some of the solutions. In this
way, KIPP strengthens the community not only by providing a

meaningful activity, or a quick,
feel-good service, or a large
scale push towards educational
equality in Baltimore, but also
by integrating all of the above.
KIPP has gone, in the past
years, from a nice idea to

one of Park’s most successful service programs, along
with Habitat, the Algebra Project, Student Sharing, Partners,
Tutoring, and partnerships
with the Hispanic Apostolate,
Soup Kitchens, and Waverly.

Lobbying for a tobacco tax
by Lucas Hulleberg ‘09
Since winter break, I have been working at the Health Care for All! Coalition
with Vinny DeMarco, President of the
Maryland Citizens’ Health Initiative
Education Fund. Vinny and hundreds of
health care advocates, including young
people, have been working non-stop

photo courtesy Vinny Demarco

Vinny DeMarco heads health care
reform efforts.

for a couple of years to help improve
the terrible health care situation in
Maryland. While children are provided
health care until they’re in their late
teens, over 800,000 adults in Maryland don’t have health insurance; that’s
about 16% of Maryland’s population.
When I joined Vinny and the crew
around the middle of December, they
were still working on overriding Governor Ehrlich’s veto of legislation to get
large companies, including Wal-Mart, to
help pay for health care for the uninsured.
In January, the override passed. After
they finished celebrating, they jumped
right to work on their next project. With
the help of Isaac Dalto, a sophomore
at the Baltimore School for the Arts,
Marshall Troutner, a freshman at City
College High School, and myself, Health
Care for All! is trying to get the state of
Maryland to raise the cigarette tax by one
dollar. This would earn millions of dollars
for health care and stop a lot of people,
especially young adults, from smoking.
Vinny gave us copies of the Healthy

Maryland Initiative Resolution which
we then handed to our schools’ student
councils to sign. These Resolutions
show that student councils approve
of the action to raise the cigarette tax.
Once the Resolutions are signed, they
will go to the Maryland Association of
Student Councils [MASC], and then
ultimately to the Maryland State Government. They’re like a petition. Right
now, I’ve gotten the student councils
at Park, Roland Park Country School,
and Gilman to sign the Resolution. City
College and Poly have also signed on.
These schools join over 500 other
community, religious, business health
care and labor groups from around
Maryland which have signed the Resolution. Vinny’s Health Care for All!
Coalition will use these Resolutions
to urge candidates for Governor and
Maryland’s Legislature to support
the tobacco tax for health care plan.
Over the summer, there will be press
conferences and rallies in support of this
plan and we hope you can come to them.

photo by D. Rosenthal ‘08

Vinny told me that “young people can
play a critical role in building public support for the Healthy Maryland Initiative.
In 1999, student leaders joined other community groups in overcoming tobacco
industry opposition to a similar proposal
that saved 20,000 kids from tobacco addiction.” Together, we can help pass the
Healthy Maryland Initiative next year
and make Maryland a healthier place for
many thousands of people, young and old.
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Advocating for animals
by Elizabeth Himeles ‘08
T h e P a r k A n i m a l We l fare Society (PAWS) is a
student-led X block activity that
supports and advocates for the
humane treatment of animals.
Our biggest event is the annual Bark @ Park. The main
goals of the Bark @ Park are to
raise funds for local animal shelters and to create a day during
which Park families can come
and have fun with their pets. It’s
a social event, and we work hard
to make sure that everyone has
a good time. This year we had
multiple arts and crafts projects,
some contests, and food for both
humans and pets. Representatives of the Maryland SPCA
and the Midlantic Greyhound
Adoption League set up their
own tables. The event was extremely successful this year; we
raised approximately $750.00
– the most we have ever raised.
PAWS annually leads a
Thanksgiving Community Service Day trip to Defenders of
Animal Rights. Defenders is a
no-kill cat and dog shelter which
means that they do not euthanize
animals, but instead keep them
there as long as it takes to place
them with families. The trip to
Defenders includes fun activities
such as playing with cats and
kittens, and occasionally walking some dogs. Students also
work on cleaning the shelter
and doing other chores. We
donate supplies to the shelter.
The PAWS X block activity meets on Mondays. This
year we have discussed issues

The PAWS activity includes E. Himeles ‘08, B. Kenney ‘06, A.
McTavish ‘09, D. Mace ‘09, C. Brookmeyer ‘06. Seniors R.
Kutler, M. Svennblad, and A. Oshinsky are not pictured. John
Roemer (standing), US Library and History, advises PAWS.

Bark @ Park is an annual festival of fun and fundraising sponsored by Park’s Animal Welfare Society (PAWS). This year’s
event, held May 6 in the Meadow, included representatives
from animal advocacy organizations. Widely advertised, Bark
@ Park drew a crowd of dogs, pet rats, a turtle, a rabbit, and
their owners for a day of activities including beauty contests,
pet tricks, treat decorating, and hikes through the woods.

such as animal testing and
factory farming, the latter of
which was the subject of our
assembly. We hope to have
a professional come to speak
on some of these issues next
year. In addition to these educational activities, we have raised
funds through bake sales for the
Days End Farm Horse Rescue.
Next year, PAWS plans to
continue these activities and do
even more. We are developing
a website that will describe the
Bark @ Park in more detail and

have pictures and video from
this year’s event. We hope to
become more aware of political
issues in the animal world, and
we will post political updates
on our website. We will also
expand on fundraising activities.
PAWS plans to organize Shelter Supplies Drives, similar
to Viva House Drives, but for
specific animal shelters. We
hope to do more volunteer work
with some places such as the
zoo, shelters, and political organizations. Throughout the

Young pet owners, or companions as PAWS members call
them, created masks of their pets or fantasy animals, during
Bark @ Park.

year we will regularly update
our website (www.parkpaws.
org) to describe our current
activities. This year was a
good one, but PAWS has even
greater ambitions for next year.
All photos courtesy PAWS

Working towards
nondiscrimination
by Ben Starr ’07
The Park School Gay Straight
Alliance has had a busy and
productive 2005-2006 school
year. The group has successfully
carried out a plan to create a
stronger network with Alliances
from other schools in the area, to
learn about and discuss issues of
gay acceptance within the local
community and at Park, and to
share these issues with the Upper School in meaningful ways.
Park has been host to three
GSA coffeehouses this year.
These events are a chance for
GSA members to meet and make
acquaintance with members of
other schools’ Alliances, as well

as to discuss issues that face
the GLBT (Gay Lesbian Bisexual Transgender) community.
An example of one of these
events is Oprahouse. “Basically,
we watched two episodes of
Oprah and talked about them,
the issues presented in them,
and how they were presented,” said Annajane Yolken ’07.
One episode profiled transgender youth and the other
focused on teens coming out.
Throughout the school year,
GSA members have attended
meetings, forums, and conferences in which issues relevant
to the GSA have been discussed.
Leaders Alison Burris ’07 and
Yolken regularly attend GLSEN

(the Gay Lesbian Straight Education Network) meetings. At
GLSEN meetings, Yolken and
Burris helped to organize a large
Youth Summit held at Towson
University in February. Along
with a large number of high
school and college students
from around Maryland, several
Park GSA members participated
in this conference, attending
workshops with subjects such as
“Media Issues,” “Bisexuality,”
and “Sexuality and Religion.”
GSA members also attended
an AIMS conference on “Making Schools Safe: creating a safe
environment within our schools
for GLBT teens.” David Jackson served on a panel of Heads

of School who spoke about
what their schools were doing
to improve life GLBT teens.
Inspired by this conference,
the GSA embarked on their most
recent project, a survey of the
Upper School. This survey, containing a series of questions about
the environment at the Upper
School, was distributed to advisory groups Thursday, May 11.
The survey is one of several
ways the GSA planned to bring
issues to the community at Park.
Members of the GSA annually
organize and participate in the
Day of Silence, a national student protest in which students
keep silent for an entire school

day to represent the GLBT teens
whose voices are lost because
they are afraid to speak out.
“It is surprising how much attention people receive just by
not speaking; it really brings
the issue [of gay acceptance] to
people’s attention,” said Yolken.
“Our goal this year has basically been to be more active
within the school, and to network
more with other schools,” says
Burris. “We’ve been doing that
through the coffeehouses, and the
other initiatives we’ve taken.”
The GSA’s plans for the rest of
the year consist mainly of tabulating results from the recent survey.
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Well-played characters bring Shakespeare to life
by Rachel Berkowitz ‘07
Walking into the MacksFidler Black Box Theater on
May 18, 2006, was like walking
into a quaint garden. The play
started with Valentine (Ian Long
’07) playing his guitar softly.
He was joined by Curio (Leah
Greenberg ’07) who sat by the
fountain to read her book. Then
the Duke Orsino (Mickey McCauley ‘07) interrupted them. He
loudly professed his love for the
breathtaking and classy Olivia
(Franny McGill ‘08), to his eunuch, Viola (Molly O’Keefe ‘08),
who was actually a girl impersonating a eunuch. Yet Viola was
in love with the Duke Orsino.
Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night
is about love, lust, homosexuality, long lost siblings, cross
dressers, infatuation and drinking. What more could Park
Upper School students want
to see in a play? It had everything we crave, including our
best friends and classmates.
I was entertained throughout the two and one-half hour
show. If Sir Andrew Ageuch-

photo by Amir Patel ‘08

D. Peck ‘07 and M. Grose ‘07 sword fight on a balcony in Twelfth Night which played in the
Macks-Fidler Blackbox Theatre May 18-20.

eek (Billy Cooper ‘07) and
Sir Toby Belch (David Peck
’07) were not on stage drinking and jumping, then Feste
(Mica Fidler ‘08) and Malvolio
(Dan Schwait ‘08) were there

to entice us with rhyme, rhythm
and jokes, or Olivia was there
professing her love to Viola.
However, it was not just the
jokes that kept me watching.
I watched for the fencing and

DJ Frane’s Electric Garden:
trip hop from Frog and Toad
by Dan Demmitt ‘08
I just discovered DJ Frane yesterday,
when a good friend of mine told me
about Pandora.com. It’s a website, for
those who don’t know, where you can
find artists similar to ones you like simply by putting in the names of the artists
you enjoy and letting the website play
you similar music. This is the manner
by which I came to know DJ Frane’s
music. I typed in the name of RJD2, a
semi-underground turntable-hip hop artist
I listen to, and DJ Frane’s song “Hydroponic Jungle Throwdown” began to play.
Frane’s music is “trip hop.” Trip hop
is a genre of downtempo electronica music that usually uses lots of samples and
loops, painting together disparate genres
of music on the same canvas of slow
drums and bass. The name stems from the
idea that it sounds like hip-hop, but trippier. DJ Frane’s stuff is similar to that of
other trip hop artists like DJ Shadow and
Thievery Corporation, but all three have
their own unique feel. DJ Shadow tends
to be edgier, with loud drums and electric
guitar, while Thievery Corporation tends
to be closer to a chill lounge type of
sound. DJ Frane, however, is unlike either.
DJ Frane’s music has a chill, psychedelic feel. It’s slow and steady, like
most other trip hop, and, like Thievery
Corporation, uses instrumentations and
scales reminiscent of different genres of
world music. However, he also mixes
these foreign feels with elements of
retro rock, electronica, hip-hop, and jazz.
The album Electric Garden of Delights has very interesting subject matter

the passion as well, especially
between Sebastian (Jake Savage
’08) and Antonio (Maddie Grose
‘07). When the two characters
first appeared on stage they were
engaged in a heated argument.

New book addresses
WWI misconceptions
by Peter Sicher ‘07

photo courtesy http://profile.myspace.com/index.
cfm?fuseaction=user.viewprofile&friendid=800118

Trip hopper D. J. Frane draws from
disparate musical genres.

considering the reputation of hip hop
material. It’s themed heavily around
gardens, and partially follows the plot
of a story called “The Garden” from the
children’s book Frog and Toad Together.
I read these books when I was little, and
trip hop and Frog and Toad are a pretty
awesome combination. I believe the
ability to fuse pre-adolescent learning
material and club music in a serious,
enjoyable manner is a testament to trip
hop’s ability to bring together things
that are completely different, making
them feel as if they belong together.
I’d recommend this album to
people who are open-minded music
listeners. The songs are long, and they
build, and you have to be willing to
wait. If you like listening to new things,
and think that Frane’s genre blend
sounds intriguing, I’d say go for it.

Antonio wanted Sebastian to
stay and Sebastian said he must
leave. The passion between
the characters was immense
and left the audience wondering what their relationship
was all about. Were they just
friends or were they “friends?”
I have noticed that in the
past that I have had a hard time
fully understanding what is going on in various Shakespeare
plays. In Peter King and Kevin
Coll’s version of Twelfth Night,
the characters’ actions, facial
expressions, and body movements showed the audience
exactly what was going on in the
play. The words of Shakespeare
are elegant and poetic, yet can
be confusing for some people
who are not familiar with them.
However, the cast of Twelfth
Night played their characters so
well, it was evident they knew
their characters inside and out.
Their careful dissection of their
character’s background and
lines made us forget we were
sitting in the Black Box watching our friends and transported
us to a captivating drama in a
charming courtyard in England.

In Europe’s Last Summer, David
Fromkin of Boston University goes
a long way toward correcting widely
held beliefs about the beginning of
World War One. Many people believe,
and many schools teach, that the
war was forced on the Great Powers
who wanted to remain at peace by a
rigid alliance system. That belief, as
Fromkin shows us, is false. Though
the Allied Powers wanted peace,
Germany and the Austrian-Hungarian
Empire did not. When Archduke Franz
Ferdinand was assassinated, Austria-Hungary, egged on by Germany,
used the assasination as a pretext
for launching a war against Serbia.
For some time, Austria had been
concerned about Serbia’s growing
power, fearing the Serbs would try to
carve out territory in Austria-Hungary.
When Russia, in response to Austrian
threats against her ally Serbia, partially
mobilized, Germany saw their chance
to launch a war against the Czar.
Sometimes history can be like a
murder mystery, Fromkin says. In this
case, the question is not who killed
the victim but who started the war.
He claims that the German Chief of
Staff, Helmuth von Moltke, manipulated events so as to bring about a war
with Russia. Unfortunately, Fromkin
isn’t one hundred percent clear in
his explanation of how Moltke did
this. He is compelling in his argu-

ment that Germany manipulated
events to cause a war with Russia
but he is not entirely convincing that
it was Moltke himself who did this.
Except for this point, Fromkin’s
arguments throughout the book are
clear, persuasive, and interesting.
Two additions that would benefit
the reader, are the inclusion of maps
and a timeline. Occasionally, I had to
use maps from encyclopedias and the
Internet. A timeline would be helpful
to keep track of the numerous events
throughout the book. I strongly recommend this book to anyone who is
teaching or learning about the First
World War, and also to anyone who
enjoys diplomatic or military history.

photo courtesy http://www.theglobalist.com/images/books/EuropesLastSummer/i170x240cover.jpg
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The Squid and the Whale: too real for comfort
by Nathan Oseroff ‘07
I now know what it feels
like to have my head explode
out of anger. It’s not that The
Squid and the Whale was a bad
movie – far from it. The Squid
and the Whale was actually a
very good movie. So realistic,
in fact, that after a while I forgot that I wasn’t a part of it.
The plot is simple: two
brothers in the 1980’s try to get
through their parents’ divorce.
There’s a battle between the parents that reaches a point where
their egos grow arms and legs,
pick up spears and shields, and
battle each other to the death.
A few months before seeing
the movie, I had heard some
positive gossip. I was sure, after
watching the funny trailers and
hearing Noah Baumbach (writer/
director), who co-wrote The Life
Aquatic with Steve Zissou and
directed Kicking and Screaming,

interviewed on NPR, that the
movie would be a lark. Although
there were some comedic moments in the movie, overall I was
very wrong. Whoever decided
to put all the funny parts in the
commercial and leave out all the
rest deserves a good talking to on
the meaning of a target audience.
Just the first 10 minutes of
Squid made me cringe, turn
away from the television, hate
myself, and then feel guilty for
continuing to watch the family’s
suffering. I remember feeling
the bottom of my stomach drop
at the pure shame I felt watching the family fall apart. When
– I hate to give it away, but I
have to in order to relate the
depressing, loathsome sadness
– the older son, Walt (Jesse
Eisenberg), resorts to plagiarism
in order to win a contest yet feels
no guilt, I felt my cheeks flush
and I had to take a two-minute
breather. I felt disgusting, like

I had done something wrong.
Strange, you might say. I hadn’t
done anything wrong. But I felt
worthless, like a small piece of
trash being flushed down the
toilet. It was just too real for me.
Frank’s father, the illustrious writer Bernard Berkman
(Jeff Daniels), was so real that
I began to hate him. “Jeff Daniels, the guy from Dumb and
Dumber?” you might ask, “How
could he make you hate him?”
You have not seen acting until
you see him inhabit the body
of one of the most loathsome
men in existence. Bernard is the
most self-centered, narcissistic
character I’ve ever seen. He
was so painful to watch that my
mother had to leave the room.
The film exuded suffering, pain, degradation and
embarrassment, feelings I’d
never before experienced while
watching a movie. There were
even times when my dad, who

photo courtesy http://images.killermovies.com/s/thesquidandthewhale

Jeff Daniels and Laura Linney lead the cast of The Squid and
the Whale.

never comments during a good
movie, began cursing at Jeff.
My own father, cursing at the
television. The last time he
was this angry at the TV was
when I showed him a clip of
G.B. from The Daily Show.
If you want to watch something you’ll remember for a

while, I suggest you grab this
movie. If you want to be angry,
sad, or just plain ol’ frustrated until your head explodes,
you’re in for a treat. I’m no
masochist, but if you’re into that
kind of thing, this movie needs
repeated viewing. It’s a wild
journey, The Squid and the Whale.

Nothing subtle about Neil Young’s Living with War
by Leah Greenberg ‘07
Listening to the first track of
Neil Young’s brand-new album
Living with War, you might think
it was recorded live. Young’s
voice sounds scratchy and raw;
the electric guitars unevenly
amplified, and the crowd loudly
singing along to the chorus.
But Living with War is a studio album, recorded in a span
of only 10 days. The short
recording time might account
for the compromised quality,
but it was important to Young
to get this album out as soon
as possible; so much so that
he started streaming the full
album from his MySpace page a
week before its official release.
As one glances at the tracklist (which includes songs such
as “The Restless Consumer,”
“Lookin’ for a Leader,” and
the subtle “Let’s Impeach the
President”) would tell you, Living with War is an all-out protest
album. The background voices
heard on all the songs are not
from a live audience but a hired
choir. When asked in a Rolling
Stone interview the reason for

photo courtesy http://www.commondreams.org/headlines05/images/0402-01.jpg

Neil Young sings out against the government.

the choir, Young responded,
“’There’s strength in numbers.
The people were singing rather
than me singing for the people.
This is much bigger than me.
The singers all were told there
was a song called ‘Let’s Impeach the President’ and if they
weren’t comfortable with that,
then please don’t come. More

people came than we called.”
The title song has a very
patriotic feel to it – the trumpet,
drums and choir blend with
Young’s voice to create a unified sound. More than anything
else, this album is about unity;
uniting every single person in
the United States. Young also
puts a focus on the relation-

ships destroyed because of the
war – his friend Roger from
the song “Roger and Out,” for
instance, who was killed in Iraq.
In “Shock and Awe,” Young
sings of the families left behind
in the States: “Thousands buried
in the ground, thousands of children scarred for life, millions of
tears for a soldiers wife,” and
in “Families,” he sings from
the soldier’s point of view:
“When you try to bring our
spirit home, won’t you celebrate
our lives in a way that’s right
for our children and families?”
One of the most powerful tracks on the album is the
obvious “Let’s Impeach the
President,” which starts with a
strong trumpet intro to the tune
of a fast-paced “Star Spangled
Banner.” The song is a list
of everything Bush has done
worth of impeachment, beginning with “Let’s impeach the
President for lying,” and going
on to cover “spying on citizens
inside their own homes,” “hijacking our religion and using
it to get elected,” and “dividing
our country into colors and still
leaving black people neglected.”

Around the middle of the
song, there is a break where
Bush’s voice is added over the
music and Young yells “Flip!” or
“Flop!” after every quote. There
are recordings of Bush saying
that war is his “last choice,” he
wants “justice, dead or alive,”
and, of course, the infamous
“Saddam Hussein has weapons
of mass destruction,” followed
by “We have not found any
weapons of mass destruction.”
In the last line of the song,
Young yells to be heard over
the powerful instrumentation,
bitter and sarcastic: “There’s
lots of people looking at big
trouble, but, of course, our President is clean. Thank God!”
Drawing comparisons with
both his older songs (1970’s
“Ohio,” written about the Kent
State shootings, and the newer
“Let’s Roll,” from the point of
view of a passenger on Flight
93) and typical “American”
songs, the album makes you
tap your hands, bob your head
and hum along with the choruses of the songs. That is, as
long as you don’t support Bush.

Fox’s Prison Break wraps up a harrowing successful first season
by Brett Kaup ‘08
Prison Break, the breakout show
from Fox, has wrapped up its first
season and there is only one word to
describe it…amazing. During the finale I was on the edge of my couch
the whole time, unable to process the
intensity and drama of the previous
scene before another big surprise hit me.
This show was just a wonder to watch;
it had the drama and suspense that I
would expect from a movie, but not from

a TV show. There are also action and violence, key components of a great show.
But I think that the real reason that the
show has been successful is because we
have gotten to know the characters really
well. We learned so much about Michael
Scoffield (Wentworth Miller), Lincoln
Burrows (Dominic Purcell), Fernando Sucre (Amaury Nolasco) and the other cast
members who came along for the escape.
Every little problem that went wrong
with the escape plan went not only
straight to the hearts of the escapees

but also to those of the viewers. For example, in the final episode of the season,
the plane that was supposed to take the
escapees to Mexico left them stranded
with police closing in. I almost wanted
to turn the TV off right then and there
and stop watching because I knew that
something bad was going to happen and
I didn’t want to see it; that’s how intense
this show can get. Also, there are times
when I was watching the show and got so
sucked into it that I actually empathized
with the characters. I got angry, scared,

happy… I felt exactly what they felt.
In the finale of the first season,
Scoffield and his crew were expected
to escape and get out of the country, but
they only escaped jail and are still on the
run from the cops, a perfect cliffhanger
for a second season. Although the finale
did not end desirably for the escapees,
viewers liked it. In the words of sophomore Pat McMahon: “The escape was
anticipated by all, and the more they
delayed the escape, the more anxious we
all became, which made it a great finale.”
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Sports
Softball team pushes to the Championships
by Becka Althauser ‘09
Girls Softball finished their
season, making their way through
the playoffs to end their run on
the championship field. The team
finished strong with an in-conference record of 7-5 and a record
of 9-6 including the playoffs.
The squad will say good-bye to
three departing seniors, Andi Lichtenfeld, Mara Irwin, and Carly
Schleider who have contributed
greatly to the season’s success.
The playoffs were exciting.
Park easily defeated St. Timothy’s and St. Paul’s, earning
them a match against Friends
in the semi-finals. The Bruins were ready to avenge an
earlier loss against top-seeded
Friends, which was looking for
a third straight championship.
With the title game in sight,
the team came together with
great hitting and solid defense.
The game was marked by
an outstanding play by Madison
Elliott ‘07 and Julia Schwartz
‘07, when Schwartz was up to
bat and hit the ball close to the
catcher along the third base line.
Elliott, endeavoring to make
sure that the catcher did not get
Schwartz out, ran towards home
plate, getting herself caught in

photo courtesy C. Attman ‘07

M. Elliott ‘07 proudly displays the team’s second place plaque as well as her All-Star Award.

a run down. As the catcher and
third baseman tried to throw
Elliott out, Schwartz sprinted
to first. By the time the other
team threw the ball to first base,
Schwartz was already safe and
Elliott was able to run home.
However, Elliott tripped on

home plate, scoring the run, but
injuring her knee. Despite this
injury, she continued to play
for the rest of the game. With
the team playing as they had
never before, they went on to
win the game 9-6, giving them
a shot at the championship.

The championship against
St. John’s at Prospect Hall was
a close one. Park went up 2-0 in
the second inning, but the steady
run scoring of St. John’s proved
to be too much as the team lost a
heartbreaker 4-2. Park was playing through three injuries; Elliott

‘07, Lichtenfeld ’06 and Irwin
‘06. During the game, Elliott
could be seen limping down the
sidelines, but this didn’t stop her
from pitching an excellent game.
Key plays were made by
Rachel Elliott ‘09, who had
a great catch, trotting backwards from her second base
post to grab the out, and Carly
Attman ‘07 with some great
catches and a near double play.
These plays kept the team in
the game, but some errors in
the infield and a miscommunication in the outfield led to a
dropped ball and a tough loss.
“The season went pretty well,
but I feel like there were only
four top teams that were competitive: St. Johns, Friends,
Chapelgate, and us. We didn’t really get so much practice in until
we played these hard teams and
were therefore unsure of what to
expect, but we are still one of the
top teams,” said R. Elliott. “Our
hope is that next season some
eighth graders will play and
maybe we will get a chance to
win the championship next year.”
With the thought of redemption in the air, the team will
hang up their bats and gloves
until next year with another
chance to prove themselves.

Football: Where have you gone #52?
by Ben Goldstein ‘08
There was a time in Baltimore when Ray Lewis was
invincible, a time when everybody idolized him, a time when
he was the face of a winning
franchise. Oh, how times have
changed. Recently, Ray Lewis
has spent more time running his
mouth than running on the field.
He was disgruntled towards
the end of last season and reportedly asked GM Ozzie Newsome
to be traded. He says he doesn’t
like the direction of the team or
the defensive linemen in front
of him. That’s all well and good.
Believe me, I respect players
who have a great desire to win,
but this is not about winning
or losing; this is about money.
It has been reported that Ray
is facing some money troubles, and as a result, asked the
Ravens to give him a new contract. Boo hoo. Here is a guy
who makes millions of dollars each year through playing
and endorsements. How do
you lose all of that money?
He is scheduled to make
$6.5 million and $7.5 million in each of the next two
seasons, not including endorsements. Sorry Mr. Lewis,

I have no sympathy for you.
If this was just about Ray’s
competitive nature, it would
be one thing, but it is clear
that this is not the case. If Ray
so desperately wanted out of
Baltimore, why would he ask
Ozzie Newsome for a new contract? You can’t publicly say,
“It’s all about me finding somewhere where I can just be me,”
and then ask your old team
for a new contract extension.
Look, I know Ray Lewis is
no Albert Einstein, but come on
man. What team in their right
mind would give a brand new
contract to a 31- year-old Middle
Linebacker who has been injured
each of the past two seasons?
If he really wanted to help his
team and his teammates, he
wouldn’t complain about his
contract, and let 2004 Defensive
Player of the Year, Ed Reed, get
some of the pie. In comparison
to Lewis’ gigantic salary, Ed
Reed was paid about $500,000
for his services last season.
Now here is a guy who deserves a new contract. He is one
of the best players in the NFL
and is clearly underpaid, yet he
relays in private any concerns
he has about the amount of
money he is making, not through

public television interviews.
It’s not as much anger as it
is disappointment. Not that long
ago, Ray Lewis was somewhat
of a hero to thousands of kids
across Baltimore. The way he
fired up his teammates, the way
he roamed the football field
shooing off blockers as if they
were flies, the way he came
out of the tunnel every Sunday
and did his infamous dance

in front of 70,000 screaming
fans, the image of him holding
up the Vince Lombardi Trophy
after winning the first Super
Bowl in franchise history. Those
are the moments I will choose
to remember Ray Lewis by.
It is somewhat sad how sports
work today. Gone are the days
of great Baltimore sports heroes:
the Johnny Unitases, Brooks
Robinsons, the Cal Ripkens. It is

so rare these days to find a player
dedicated enough to a city and a
fan base that he wants to spend
his entire career there. I always
envisioned Ray Lewis would be
one of those people. Regardless
of whether Ray gets traded or
not, his legacy in Baltimore has
been tainted forever and he has
no one to blame but himself.
The Ravens first preseason
game is August 11 vs. the Giants.

Boys Tennis wraps up
disappointing season
by Brett Kaup ‘08
Boys Varsity Tennis recently concluded
its season in the always-competitive MIAA
A conference. The conference contains powerhouses such as Gilman and McDonough,
who over the past 11 years have won a combined 10 championships. Gilman won the
title this season and beat rival McDonough.
They left Park in the dust. Park finished 0-10
and in last place, but the record can be somewhat
deceiving. The team lost 2-3 in matches against
Calvert Hall, Friends, and Boys’ Latin. If the
Bruins had won all three of those meetings, they
would have finished 8th in the 11-team league.
Although the team did not have the kind of

season they had hoped for, the players were
still optimistic about the future of the squad.
“We weren’t the best team out there, but we
were the most fit,” said Drew Rosenthal ’08.
Park is a fairly young team, with most of
the team consisting of freshmen and sophomores. One of the top players is a Sophomore,
Matt Naiman, who’s bright future on team
is sure to result in future winning seasons.
Rosenthal was blunt about the team’s
goals for next year. “[We want to] actually win matches, for once get a higher score
than the other team. That would be a start.”
With so much young talent on the team and much
needed talent arriving in the upcoming freshman
class, the team is headed in the right direction.
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Heartbreak at Ripken Stadium
by Ben Levin ‘08
The Bruins finished their
regular season with a 10-4 record and the fifth seed heading
into the playoffs. After blanking rival Friends 11-0 in their
final regular season game, Park
earned a date with Baltimore
Lutheran in the opening round
of the playoffs. The structure
of the MIAA B Conference
playoffs is a double elimination
bracket split into two divisions.
The Bruins were placed in a
tough Division with number 4
seed Baltimore Lutheran, the
always gritty Friends and the
# 1 overall seed, Boys’ Latin.
The first playoff game sent
the Bruins traveling to Baltimore Lutheran to face the Saints
led by their Division I-bound
starting pitcher, Adam Sauter.
Sauter dominated the entire
game until the 7th inning when
the Bruins picked up two runs.
The late comeback proved to
be too little, too late as the Saints
took the first game 3-2. Even
after losing their opening round
match up, the Bruins weren’t
discouraged. Coach Scott Lowe
looked his team members in the
eyes and told them that they had
nothing to worry about. The optimism seemed to have worked.
The Bruins were then slated
to play the loser of the # 1
Boys’ Latin vs. # 8 Friends
game. In one of the many upsets in this year’s playoffs,
Friends edged Boys’ Latin 6-5.
The Bruins then had to travel
to favorite Boys’ Latin in what
was a must win game. Before
the game, all six of Park’s seniors, John Gill, Ben Hyman,
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Catcher R. Gelb ‘08 reaches for a pitch at a Boys’ Latin game. The Bruins, fueled by a second inning Grand Slam courtesy of senior B. Hyman, beat the Lakers 14-1.

Ty Taborn, Ezra Rosenberg,
Andrew Bookstein and Joel Ottenheimer, made it clear that they
weren’t ready to end their season.
From the opening pitch, Park
took control. Hyman started
the game, giving up an early
run in the first, but the Bruins
responded. In the second, the
Bruins put together their best inning of the season, scoring eight
runs. After that, it was all over.
Hyman gained control, pitching three scoreless innings.
Tony DeMarco ’08 came in
during the fifth to close out the
game. Park’s 14-1 romp of
Boys’ Latin was highlighted by
Hyman’s second inning grand
slam. In addition, Taborn went
3-3 with four RBIs while Gill,
Rosenberg, DeMarco and Jonny

Weiss ‘07 each had two hits.
The Bruins next had a rematch
against Baltimore Lutheran. Hyman got the start and pitched
two flawless innings before
giving way to DeMarco. When
DeMarco entered the game, the
Bruins held a 5-0 lead. The
sophomore got rocked early
on, giving up two home runs,
but managed to settle down as
his teammates added nine more
runs and cruised to a 14-4 final.
The team was playing its best
baseball of the season coming
off of two slaughter rule victories, having outscored their
opponents 41-8 over the previous four games. Only one
team stood in the way between
the Bruins and a trip to Ripken
Stadium for the finals: Friends.

Because of the double elimination rule, the Bruins needed to
beat Friends twice for a chance
at the title. Gill got the start and
didn’t disappoint. The Bruins’
bats cooled down, only scoring three runs, but that was all
they would need. Gill pitched a
complete game, giving up only
two hits and striking out six,
as Park cruised 3-1, forcing a
second match up with Friends.
In game two, Hyman made
the most of his final start on the
mound in a Park uniform. He
shut out the Quakers allowing
just five hits, as the Bruin offense came alive once again,
scoring seven runs on Friends’
ace Drew Black. Hyman capped
off a brilliant post season, in
which he went 3-0, allowing

only one run. Offensively, Hyman didn’t disappoint either,
hitting two home runs, a triple
in the postseason, and going
3-3 with three runs in his final
home game at Sugar Campus.
Their post season sweep of
Friends earned them a spot in
MIAA B Conference Finals
where they faced defending
champ: Pallotti. Park had defeated Pallotti earlier in the
season, 8-7, when Senior Joel
Ottenheimer hit a single to give
Park its first victory over powerhouse Pallotti in nearly a decade.
The championship game was
closely contested throughout the
first three innings, as the Bruins
and Panthers traded leads, but
after a horrendous fourth inning,
the game started to slip away.
The Bruins gave up 10 runs
that inning, during which they
committed one error, and were
further troubled by bad bounces.
Bloop fly outs dropped in for
singles and easy groundballs
took unpredictable bounces.
Everything that could have gone
wrong went wrong as the Panthers reversed Park’s fortune.
The Bruins, having won twice
by the slaughter rule in the
postseason, were beaten 15-3.
After the game, the team
was obviously disappointed
but there was still a sense of
accomplishment amongst the
players. They earned a round
of applause from their fans as
they ended an impressive run
through the playoffs. The void
left by the six graduating seniors
is great, but with young talent
and a strong coaching staff, Park
Baseball is a program on the rise.

Sports Commentary

No JV for boys hurts strength of future teams
by Tony DeMarco ‘08
This year, if you were a male athlete
at Park, and you were not a Varsity
level player in a spring sport, you most
likely either decided not to play, or sat
the bench. This is because there was no
JV Lacrosse team as there has been in
years past, and there was no JV baseball team even though the demand has
risen dramatically in the past few years.
Thirty-one boys were initially on
the lacrosse team, and the team ended
the regular season with 28 players. According to Coach Lucky Mallonee, the
Varsity Lacrosse Coach, this is about
10 shy of what they would need to field
a JV lacrosse team. There are also 21
kids on the Varsity Baseball team which,
according to Athletic Director Ridge
Diven, is around 10 players shy of what
would be required for a JV baseball team.
Why is it a big deal if we are short
10 players for both squads? Six years

ago, with only 31 kids, the lacrosse team
fielded a Varsity team and a Fresh/Soph
team, where some boys would play for
both teams. If this had been the plan going into this year, some additional kids
that didn’t join the Varsity team would
have signed up for a Fresh/Soph team.
One of them is David Shenfeld ’08,
who would have played lacrosse if there
had been a JV or a Fresh/Soph. Shenfeld is
not very dedicated to lacrosse specifically,
but he “would have played for love of
physical activities, athletics, competition
and the camaraderie that a team builds.”
However, Shenfeld said he would
have played if it had been the same situation with basketball: “If there was no JV
basketball, I would definitely still play
and sit on the bench not only because
I know more about basketball all together, but because basketball is and will
always be my first true love of sport.”
There were also six to ten boys on
the Varsity Lacrosse team that did not

getting much playing time, and Mallonee thinks “their development has
dwindled [because there is no JV team].”
There is a similar situation with baseball. In most of the games this season,
only 11 players were used, leaving 10
players with little to no playing time.
David Narrow ’08 was on the baseball
team the past two years and commented
on the situation. “A lot of people who
are really committed to baseball get
very little playing time, and there are
only around two games a year where
people who are on the bench get to
play… we have a lot of guys and a bunch
of people on the bench could play JV
and it would be a pretty good team.”
Brett Kaup ’08 agreed with Narrow,
but understands it is not always easy.
“It’s a Varsity team, and I realize that
this year I and many others are not Varsity level players, but it definitely would
have been better if there was a JV.”
One of the main reasons given for

not having a JV baseball team has been
field space. Park only has one baseball
diamond, and the Varsity and Middle
School teams already share the field.
Kaup does not think it can be that difficult to resolve the problem. “Before
we had Sugar Campus, we had a Varsity
team, so we could have a JV team now
that we have Sugar Campus.” The team
could practice on the extra lacrosse field
used mainly for Middle School lacrosse
games, and occasionally practice with
the Varsity. “A JV team helps everybody,” concurred Ben Goldstein ’08.
“Varsity coaches have more time to
work exclusively with players who are
contributing now, and a JV team also
helps develop younger players so they
are better prepared for the next level.”
The situation is not an easy one,
and there are many different perspectives. There are many solutions to the
problem, and our Athletic Department
is capable of making the right one.
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Boys Lacrosse reaches championship
After coming from behind, Bruins take tough loss in overtime
by Ben Goldstein ‘08
The Boys Varsity Lacrosse
team finished the regular season
in second place in the MIAA B
Conference Division II, setting
up a home playoff game May
12 against Saints Peter and Paul.
The Bruins had been in a slump;
prior to the playoff opener they
had lost two of their last three
regular season games, including
a devastating loss to St. John’s.
The Bruins started off slowly,
falling to a two-goal deficit early
in the first quarter before pulling to within one at halftime,
3-2, with goals by senior Jake
Cornblath and an acrobatic finish from sophomore Ben Levin.
The second half was dominated by the Bruins. Junior Oliver
Weinberg scored two third quarter goals just 24 seconds apart to
give Park a 4-3 advantage. The
Bruins continued to battle, and
proceeded to shut out the Sabres
for the rest of the game. A late
goal by Jamie Matz ’08 iced the
victory, propelling the Bruins
into the semifinals. “I think the
Sts. Peter and Paul game was
indicative of our season and
the kind of heart we had on our
team,” said Senior co-captain
Kyle Tarver. “It wasn’t the prettiest game we ever played but
we kept fighting to get the win.”
Semifinal vs. Curley
The win set up a visit to Archbishop Curley in the semifinals.
The Friars were the number one
seed in Division I, so the Bruins
had to travel to play them in the
Curley Bowl. The first half of
the game was not very pretty,
and both teams mustered a combined total of three goals; a 2-1
advantage Curley. The Bruins’
lone goal came from Junior Dan
Ryugo as he collected a broken clear in front of an empty
Curley net and converted for
the goal. Superb goal-keeping
play from senior co-captain
Brad Mendelson kept the Bruins
alive and in the ballgame. The
second half again proved to be
where the Bruins shone. Said
Mendelson, “I think we showed
how much heart we as a team
had in that game. It was like

The Boys Varsity Lacrosse
team finished the regular season
in second place in the MIAA B
Conference Division II, setting
up a home playoff game May
12 against Saints Peter and Paul.
The Bruins had been slumping;
prior to the playoff opener they
had lost two of their last three
regular season games, including
a devastating loss to St. John’s.
The Bruins started off slowly,
falling to a two-goal deficit early
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Senior B. Joffe fouls a Panther attackman during the Championship game at Homewood Field. D. Clark ’06 provides suport.

everyone decided we weren’t
going to lose.” Curley opened
the scoring in the second half
with two goals before Tarver
answered with a goal. Cornblath
then scored, unassisted, with
three minutes remaining in the
period. Cornblath set up yet
another goal, feeding Sophomore Colin Smith for a score,
bringing the game even at 4.
Curley rebounded again,
scoring the first two goals in the
fourth quarter, taking a 6-4 lead.
Cornblath again responded, and
scored to cut the Curley lead in
half. Joe Press ‘07 evened the
contest just a few minutes later
on a tremendous individual effort. With just 1:24 remaining
in the contest, Cornblath took
it upon himself to take the lead,
and send the Bruins to their third
straight MIAA B Conference
championship game. “It hit me
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then [in the second half] that this
was going to be my last game if
we didn’t turn it around,” said
Cornblath, reflecting on the
uphill battle the Bruins faced all
afternoon. Mendelson came up
huge, making numerous point
blank saves to keep Curley off
the score sheet. “I don’t know
if it was experience or not but I
thought those guys played with
a lot of poise and a lot of heart,”
said Coach Lucky Mallonee. The
Bruins were on their way to Hopkins to face unbeaten Pallotti.
Championship vs. Pallotti
The Bruins had met the Panthers twice during the regular
season, losing the first meeting
9-7, and the second on homecoming 19-7. Even though they
had been blown out in the second meeting, the Bruins knew
they could play with Pallotti,
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and Pallotti was not unbeatable.
Park got off to a great start, as
Smith opened the scoring 3 minutes into the contest with a great
left-handed finish. The prolific
scoring attack of the Panthers
then took off, scoring the next 5
goals, mostly on fast breaks. The
teams traded goals for the rest of
the half, and the Bruins trailed
9-4, facing a five goal deficit.
The Bruins knew that they
had to change something on
defense. Mallonee decided to
employ a box-and-two defense,
shutting off Pallotti’s two best
offensive players. The Bruins
also knew that they could easily
come back into the contest, but
would need to take it one goal at
a time. Tarver quickly responded
at the start of the third quarter
with a goal, and from that point
on Park dominated the game.
The team slowly crawled back
into the game behind goals from
Weinberg, Smith, and Cornblath who again stepped up his
game. The box-and-two defense
worked perfectly as the Bruins
shut out the league’s best offense
for the entire second half behind
stellar play from Mendelson, and
senior defenders Ben Joffe, Dia
Clark, and Charlie Klassen. With
less than two minutes to play,
Cornblath picked up a loose ball
near the Pallotti goal and scored,
tying the game at 9, setting up
a sudden death overtime pe-

riod like the one that had ended
with a Bruins victory in the
championship the year before.
Tied in regulation
Pallotti started with the ball in
overtime in a man-up situation
because Clark had committed
a penalty with just five seconds
remaining in regulation. Mendelson made three quick saves
to prolong the season, but the rebound of one of his saves ended
up just feet away from the goal.
After an intense scramble for the
ball, a Panther attackman picked
up the loose ball and scored, giving Pallotti the championship.
“The championship was probably the best game I have ever
been a part of. I don’t think a
team has ever given more of
themselves than in that game,”
said Mendelson. Tarver added,
“As disappointing as it was
to lose the championship, it’s
impossible to not be proud of
everybody because of the way
we fought back as a team.”
The Bruins’ faced much adversity this season, and met
every challenge with heart and
pride. Many key players, including attackmen Smith and
Weinberg, and outstanding
face-off man Jamie Matz, will
be returning next year, so the
team will be ready to beat Pallotti and make yet another run
at the championship at Hopkins.

